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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Stratford Coal Mine operated by Stratford Coal Pty Ltd is located approximately 
100 km north of Newcastle in NSW.  The mine is an open cut operation producing 
approximately 1.7 million tonnes of product coal per annum.  CIM Resources Ltd 
propose to use the Stratford Coal Preparation Plant (CPP) to process coal from the 
Duralie Coal Mine located 20 km to the south. 

It is proposed to rail Duralie Run of Mine (ROM) coal to Stratford and unload the coal at 
the proposed unloading facility.  The coal would then be campaign processed 
(separately to Stratford ROM coal) with the rejects produced being deposited in the 
Stratford rejects disposal system. 

This Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) was commissioned to identify any 
potential environmental impacts of the proposed modifications to the Stratford operation 
and outline mitigation methods to address these impacts. 

Existing Environment 

The existing environment at Stratford has been described in previous documentation for 
the Stratford Environmental Impact Study (EIS).  The existing coal mining operation has 
altered the topography, soils, land capability, surface and groundwater regimes, visual 
character and flora and fauna of the site.   

Geology 

Stratford lies within the eastern flank of the Gloucester Basin which is of Permian age 
and contains conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and coal.  The main 
Stratford deposit is classified as medium-high volatile bituminous coal and is deposited 
in a series of seams. 

The Roseville deposit is a small reserve of some 500,000 tonnes of high quality coal.  
Mining of the Roseville deposit will also provide a suitable area for the disposal of reject 
materials from Duralie. 
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Project Description 

The Stratford Coal Project comprises an open-cut mine based on the Stratford Main 
Deposit and Roseville Deposit with a coal preparation plant (CPP) and associated raw 
and product coal handling and rail loading facilities.  The Stratford operation currently 
involves mining a reserve of 23.5 million tonnes (Mt) for a planned production rate of 
3.4 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa) of ROM coal resulting in 1.7 Mtpa of product coal 
over an 8 year mine life.  

It is proposed to reduce the mining rate at Stratford by 35%, from 3.4 Mtpa of ROM coal 
to 2.1 Mtpa of ROM coal to accommodate the inclusion of 1.3 Mtpa ROM coal from 
Duralie.  Alterations to the existing Stratford operations to enable the importation and 
processing of Duralie ROM coal will entail: 

• construction of additional infrastructure; 
• a reduction in the Stratford mining rate; 
• importation of ROM coal from Duralie;  and 
• disposal of Duralie rejects at Stratford. 

The overall output of product coal from the Stratford CPP will remain the same 
(1.7 Mtpa). 

Due to coal recoveries at Stratford being lower than expected and the proposal to 
process Duralie coal at Stratford, it is proposed to amend the currently approved rejects 
disposal plan to cover the remainder of mine life.  The proposed amended plan involves 
the disposal of less reactive Stratford rejects above ground and disposal of potentially 
more reactive Duralie rejects below ground in the Roseville pit and Stratford Main 
Deposit final void. 

Impacts and Mitigation 

The proposed modifications to the Stratford operation have the following environmental 
implications: 

• Reduced potential noise, air quality and blast impacts due to a 35% 
reduction in mining rate 

• Increased rail traffic associated with the railing of ROM coal from Duralie 

• Associated potential increase in rail traffic-related noise impacts 

• Disposal techniques for Duralie coal rejects at Stratford need to be designed 
to achieve those objectives proposed and approved for the Duralie Project 
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Potential impacts on topography, landuse, visual features, flora and fauna, archaeology 
and socio-economics associated with the proposed modifications to the Stratford Project 
are similar to those outlined in the Stratford EIS.  Mitigation measures detailed in the EIS 
and implemented to date are considered adequate to cover the proposed modifications. 

The abovementioned modifications will, however, result in potential impacts with respect 
to site hydrology, acoustics, air quality and transport.  Details of potential impacts and, 
where necessary, proposed mitigation measures are outlined in Section 5 of this 
document.  

Rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation works will be closely integrated with mine operations and will be 
undertaken progressively.  The primary objectives of the rehabilitation programme are 
the control of erosion and sedimentation and reinstatement of pre-mining land capability.  
The existing rehabilitation programme will remain substantially unaltered. However, as 
the proposed modifications at Stratford include the incorporation of rejects from Duralie 
ROM coal processing, the rejects disposal rehabilitation programme will be refined to 
reflect modifications in the rejects disposal system. 

Environmental Management and Monitoring 

There is a comprehensive environmental management and monitoring programme in 
operation at Stratford which will continue for the duration of the Project.  It is proposed to 
augment the existing water monitoring programme with additional water management 
elements in the Roseville pit area. 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

The Stratford Coal Mine (hereafter referred to as Stratford) is owned by the Stratford 
Joint Venture.  The current Joint Venture interests are CIM Resources Ltd (CIM) 90% 
and ICA Coal Pty Ltd 10%.  Stratford Coal Pty Ltd (SCPL) was established as a sole 
purpose operating company to manage Stratford on behalf of the Joint Venture 
participants.  

Stratford is located approximately 100 km north of Newcastle in New South Wales 
(Figures 1-1 and 1-2).  The mine area is covered by two mining leases (ML) ML 1360 
and ML 1409 and a mining lease application (MLA) MLA 94 (as shown on Figure 1-3).  
The mine is an open cut operation producing approximately 1.7 million tonnes per 
annum of high quality coking and thermal coal over an 8 year mine life.  Development 
consent was granted for the mine on 19 December, 1994.  Construction of the mine 
commenced in January 1995 with coal production starting in June 1995. 

The original development at Stratford was modified under section 102 of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act in July 1996.  The key features of this 
modification were: 

• development of the Roseville reserve (approximately 500,000 tonnes); 
• increased rate of mining from 1.8 Mtpa to 3.4 Mtpa of ROM coal;  and 
• increased rate of product coal production from 1.1 Mtpa to 1.7 Mtpa. 

SCPL propose to utilise the existing Coal Preparation Plant (CPP) at Stratford to process 
run-of-mine (ROM) coal from the proposed Duralie Coal Mine (hereafter referred to as 
Duralie), located approximately 20 km to the south.  Under CIM’s proposal Duralie ROM 
coal would be railed to Stratford for campaign processing, separately from Stratford coal, 
then railed to Newcastle for export.  Duralie coal rejects generated during this process 
would be disposed of within the Stratford site using disposal techniques designed to 
achieve the same objectives as those proposed and approved for the disposal of rejects 
at Duralie. 

CIM commissioned Resource Strategies Pty Ltd (Resource Strategies) to prepare this 
Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) for the proposed modifications to the 
Stratford operation.  This SEE has been prepared in accordance with the Department of 
Urban Affairs and Planning (DUAP) Best Practice Guidelines for Part 5 of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 (EP&A Act) to provide an 
environmental assessment of the proposed modifications. 
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MODIFIED STRATFORD COAL MINE SEE
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The key objectives of this SEE are to: 

• identify any potential impacts that the proposed modifications may have on 
the existing environment; and 

• outline mitigation measures to be employed to minimise any potential 
environmental impacts. 

The structure of this SEE, based on the above objectives, is as follows: 

Section 1 Identifies the objectives of the report and the purpose of the 
modifications. 

Section 2 Provides an overview of the existing environment. 

Section 3 Outlines the geology of the Project area and coal resources to be 
utilised by the Project. 

Section 4 Provides a description of the existing operation at Stratford and the 
proposed modifications. 

Section 5 Identifies potential impacts of the proposed modifications on the 
existing environment and outlines proposed control measures. 

Section 6 Outlines rehabilitation works to be undertaken at the site. 

Section 7 Provides detail of the environmental management and monitoring 
programme to be implemented. 

1.1 PURPOSE OF PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

The primary purpose of the proposed modifications at both Stratford and Duralie is to 
make both operations more viable.  

A review undertaken by CIM in late 1997 indicated that the Duralie Project under the 
current economic climate could only be made viable by reducing both capital and 
operating costs.  To this end the synergistic effect of combining the existing Stratford 
infrastructure with the Duralie Project was investigated.  Modifications to the Duralie 
Project would therefore result in reduced capital expenditure and operating costs by 
utilising existing Stratford coal processing facilities. The Stratford mining operation would 
be reduced in scale while still maintaining product coal targets. 
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The modifications at Stratford to allow the processing of Duralie coal would entail: 

• construction of a new train unloading hopper; 

• a new ROM stockpile and conveyor; 

• reduced mining rate at Stratford (35% reduction);  

• Duralie ROM coal to be campaign washed and processed at the Stratford 
CPP (unchanged net tonnage of export coal); 

• a small extension to the product coal stockpile; 

• Duralie rejects to be included in the Stratford rejects disposal system;  and 

• an increase of train movements to/from Stratford Coal Mine from 540 to 
1,020 per annum. 

1.2 LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 

Environmental Assessment Approval Process 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 (EP&A Act) provides for 
planning instruments based on the zoning of land according to its suitability for given 
uses.  The most common planning instrument is the local environmental plan (LEP), 
which is prepared by a local council for all or part of a local government area. 

The Stratford Project is located entirely within the local government area of Gloucester.  
Under the Gloucester LEP, the land comprising the Stratford Project is zoned 1(a) 
General Rural.  Coal mining is permissible in this zone with consent. 

SCPL must therefore submit a development application for the Stratford modification 
works to Gloucester Council (as the consent authority). 

Under Part 1 of Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 
1994 (EP&A Regulation), “coal mines” and “coal works” are classified as designated 
development (meaning that under Part 4 of the EP&A Act, an environmental impact 
statement is required to be submitted along with a development application for these 
types of development). 
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It would generally be the case that the Stratford Project would fall within the category of 
designated development.  However, item 1 of Part 2 of Schedule 3 of the EP&A 
Regulation relevantly provides: 

“Development involving alterations or additions to development (whether existing 
or approved) is not designated development if, in the opinion of the consent 
authority, the alterations or additions do not significantly increase the 
environmental impacts of the total development (that is the development together 
with the additions or alterations) compared with the existing or approved 
development.”

In order to determine whether the proposed modifications to the Stratford Project fall 
within Part 2 of Schedule 3 of the EP&A Regulation, Resource Strategies Pty Ltd were 
commissioned by CIM to carry out an assessment of the factors which must be taken 
into account by the consent authority in making this decision. 

The outcome of this assessment was that the proposed modifications to the Stratford 
Project should not significantly increase the environmental impacts of the total 
development compared with the existing development. 

A copy of this assessment report prepared by Resource Strategies was provided to the 
consent authority on 20 August 1998. 

As a consequence, the development application for the Stratford modification works is 
accompanied by this SEE (rather than an EIS). 

Other Statutory Requirements 

Other legislative requirements affecting the Stratford Project have been detailed in 
Section 1.8 of the EIS. 
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2 EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

The existing environment is described in detail in the Stratford EIS (Section 2).  Various 
elements of the existing environment within and surrounding the Project area have been 
altered to an extent by the development of the Stratford Coal Mine.  These alterations 
encompass the following: 

• Topography and Slopes 
• Soils 
• Land Capability 
• Surface Water 
• Groundwater 
• Visual Character 
• Landuse 
• Flora and Fauna 

Water quality, air quality and acoustics/blasting impacts are monitored at Stratford and 
the surrounding area.  The current monitoring results are available in the June 1998 
Annual Environmental Monitoring Report (AEMR).  The following discussion on surface 
water and groundwater conditions has been derived from the Stratford EIS and 1998 
AEMR. 

2.1 SURFACE WATER 

Stratford Coal Mine is located in the Gloucester Valley and is drained by a number of 
small tributary creeks of the Avon River.  The Avon itself is a tributary of the Manning 
River, which discharges to the Pacific Ocean at Taree.  The mine is located on gently 
sloping valley floor terrain abutting a steep range of hills to the east.  Avondale Creek 
(the main local drainage feature) traverses the site on the western side of the main pit.  
Avondale Creek is ephemeral although it has strong recessionary flow persistence 
suggestive of significant groundwater baseflow. 

Surface water quality monitoring data for the Avon River indicates generally good water 
quality with reported conductivity and pH values in the range 92 to 690 μS/cm and 6.8 to 
7.8 respectively (Stratford EIS).  Monitoring in Avondale River has continued through 
until present with water quality results consistent with those obtained prior to the 
Stratford EIS publication.  
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Monitoring of water quality in Avondale Creek upstream and downstream of the mine 
both before commencement of mining and over the period that mining activities have 
been carried out has shown that the creek is typically brackish during normal low flow 
periods and freshens up during periods of pronounced runoff.  Baseline data given in the 
Stratford EIS indicate conductivity levels have exceeded 7,000 μS/cm (ranging down to 
520) in Avondale Swamp downstream of the mine.  Current results show a range of 
10,290 μS/cm down to 150 μS/cm for the same sampling location. 

Baseline monitoring undertaken for the Stratford EIS in Dog Trap Creek, below the mine 
site, showed conductivity results up to 1,000 μS/cm.  Monitoring since the completion of 
the EIS has returned conductivity results in the range 110 μS/cm to 960 μS/cm. 

2.2 GROUNDWATER 

The following baseline hydrological considerations are relevant to life of mine rejects 
planning: 

• The local groundwaters are moderately to highly saline (1,500 to 
9,000 μS/cm) with predominantly sodium chloride salts. 

• Groundwater pH has varied from slightly acidic (pH 5.6) to slightly alkaline 
(pH 8.4). 

• Groundwater is used in Stratford for domestic purposes although it is 
generally unsuitable for drinking purposes. 

• The dominant flow direction will be from the Stratford township area toward 
the mine although the rates of groundwater flows are small and mining 
activities have not had a measurable affect on the groundwater levels in 
bores in Stratford township to date. 

• Avondale Creek is typically brackish particularly during dry periods when it 
tends to reflect the groundwater baseflow.  Water quality improves markedly 
during runoff periods.  Surface waters are used for stock water. 

• Rejects water is typically less saline than the local groundwaters with the 
dominant salts being sodium, chloride and sulphate. 
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3 GEOLOGY AND COAL RESOURCES 

3.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Stratford coal resources form part of the Gloucester Basin and lie within a north-
south trending synclinal structure approximately 40 km long by 13 km wide.  The basin is 
of Permian age and contains conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and coal.  
The coal measures occupy the valley floor while the hills on either side are composed of 
folded acid volcanics of Carboniferous age.  

3.2 GEOLOGY OF THE PROJECT AREA 

3.2.1 Stratford Main Deposit 

The Project area lies within the central eastern flank of the Gloucester Basin.  The main 
deposit forms a syncline plunging gently to the north with coal outcropping at steep dips 
on the eastern and western limbs and the southern end.  Normal faulting occurs in the 
main deposit but is minor (with the exception of one 50 m throw fault) and no intrusives 
occur in the main deposit. 

The main deposit is classified as medium-high volatile bituminous coal displaying 
excellent coking properties.  It is of superior grade to the majority of other coals being 
shipped from Newcastle. 

3.2.2 Roseville Deposit 

A small reserve of Roseville seam coal, approximately 500,000 t, occurs within the 
existing development area adjacent to the rejects co-disposal dam.  Mining of this 
deposit will provide a source of high quality, low dilution raw coal for blending with CPP 
feed coal from the Stratford main deposit and will permit secure disposal of Duralie 
rejects. 
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4 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING OPERATION 

The Stratford Coal Project comprises an area of some 1,500 ha covered by Mining 
Leases (ML) ML 1409, ML 1360 and Mining Lease Application (MLA) MLA 94.  All land 
within the Project area is owned freehold by the SCPL. 

The Stratford Coal Project comprises an open-cut mine based on the Stratford Main 
Deposit and Roseville Deposit with a coal preparation plant (CPP) and associated raw 
and product coal handling and rail loading facilities.  The Stratford Project currently 
involves mining a reserve of 23.5 million tonnes (Mt) at a planned mining rate of 
3.4 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa) of ROM coal resulting in 1.7 Mtpa of product coal 
over some 8 years of operating life.  

Mining equipment is organised into two fleets, one working on overburden and the other 
predominantly mining coal and providing supplementary overburden mining capability on 
night shift.  Operations are conducted over 24 hours per day, 6 days per week. 

Coal is processed in a 400 tph coal preparation plant (CPP) with coarse coal (ie. 50 mm 
to 1 mm) treated using dense medium cyclones and fine coal (ie. 1 mm to 0.125 mm) 
treated using spirals.  The CPP operates on a three shift, 6 days per week basis.  Feed 
to the CPP is by front-end loader based on blending from the ROM stockpile.  

All coal is transported from the mine site by rail by the Freight Rail division of SRA.  
Trains load in approximately one hour and haul the coal to the Port of Newcastle and the 
BHP steelworks at Newcastle. 

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

This section describes the proposed modifications to the Stratford Coal Project.  In 
essence the modifications entail little change to the layout and total area of disturbance.  
Table 4-1 provides a summary of the current Project and proposed modifications.  The 
key modifications to the existing Stratford operation are: 

• construction of additional infrastructure; 
• a reduction in the Stratford mining rate; 
• importation of ROM coal from Duralie; 
• disposal of Duralie rejects at Stratford. 
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Table 4-1 
Stratford Coal Project 

Comparison of Current and Proposed Modified Project 

PROJECT 
FEATURE 

CURRENT PROJECT PROPOSED MODIFIED PROJECT 

Resource • Total coal resource of 32.5Mt. 
• Coal mined (reserve) 23.5Mt. 

• As per current project with an additional 8.9Mt of 
reserve from Duralie Coal Mine to be processed 
through Stratford Coal Preparation Plant (CPP). 

Production • Mining of up to 3.4Mtpa of ROM 
coal. 

• ROM coal processed through 
CPP to produce up to 1.7Mtpa of 
product coal. 

• Greater than 35% reduction in current mining rate 
of Stratford ROM coal to 2.1Mtpa to 
accommodate inclusion of Duralie ROM coal into 
the Stratford processing system. 

• 1.3Mtpa of ROM coal to be imported from the 
Duralie Coal Mine. 

• ROM coal processed through CPP to produce up 
to 1.7Mtpa of product coal, as per current project. 

Total Area of 
Disturbance 

Disturbed areas within the project area 
are in the form of pit/dump areas, 
rejects disposal area, dams and water 
diversions, access roads, rail loop and 
Coal Preparation Plant (CPP). 

Similar layout to that of the current project, with the 
following additions: 
• Train unloading hopper and associated conveyor. 
• 10,000-15,000 tonnes ROM coal stockpile and 

30,000 tonnes product coal stockpile. 
• Reclaim hopper and associated conveyor. 

Workforce Operational workforce of 150 people. Operational workforce of approximately 110 people. 
Operating Hours Mine and CPP operated 24 hours per 

day, 6 days per week. 
As per current project. 

Mine Life 8 year operation stage. • 11 year operation stage. 
• Duralie Coal to contribute ROM coal to Stratford 

process for 8 years. 
Water Management Extensive clean water diversion and 

dirty water collection system. 
Water management systems essentially the same but 
will include measures to achieve the objectives set out 
in the Duralie EIS for containment of Duralie Coal 
rejects. 

Waste Management • Total overburden quantity of 
67Mbcm 

• 8.6Mt of CPP rejects disposed of 
in waste emplacements and/or 
within deep sections of the pit, 
using the co-disposal technique. 

As per current project with additional rejects generated 
from processing of Duralie ROM coal to be contained 
as above. 

Infrastructure ROM coal processed through 
dedicated CPP and stored in product 
coal stockpile prior to being railed off-
site for export. 

Project infrastructure as per current project with the 
following additions: 
• Train unloading hopper and associated conveyor. 
• 10,000 to 15,000 tonnes ROM coal stockpile. 
• Reclaim hopper and associated conveyor. 
• Extension of product stockpile. 
• Construction of an acoustic/visual barrier. 

Coal Transportation Product coal transported to the Port of 
Newcastle on 3,150t capacity trains, 
with up to 540 train movements per 
annum.  Up to 4 trains may travel from 
the site in any 24 hour period. 

• Duralie ROM coal to be transported to Stratford 
Coal Mine on 1,600t capacity trains, with up to 
750 trains per annum.  Up to 3 trains may travel 
to site from Duralie in any 24 hour period. 

• Duralie ROM coal to be campaign processed at 
Stratford in place of Stratford ROM coal.  Product 
coal then exported from site to Newcastle with up 
to 540 train movements per annum, as per 
current project. 

Mine Fleet Approximately 30 Items Mine fleet reduced by approximately 35%. 
Source:  CIM Resources 
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Importation of ROM Coal from Duralie and Product Stockpile Extension 

A 1,500 t/hr rail unloading facility would be established on the existing balloon loop and a 
small extension to the product coal stockpile would be constructed as shown in 
Figure 4-1 and summarised in Table 4-2 below. 

Table 4-2 
Proposed 1,500 t/hr Rail Unloading Facility  

and Product Coal Stockpile Extension 

Item Description 
Rail Unloading Bin Enclosed 1,600 t, bottom dump hopper 
ROM Conveyor 1 200 m ROM coal conveyor 
Conical Stockpile 15,000 t capacity, 22 m high 
Radial Stockpile 12,000 t capacity, 9 m high 
CAT D10 Dozer Dozer tracking, feeding dump hopper 
ROM Conveyor 2  180 m ROM coal conveyor 
Product Conveyor 1 and Drive 36 m Product Conveyor 1 extension 

Reduction in Mining Rate 

Duralie ROM coal will be used to replace Stratford ROM coal as feed to the CPP.  As a 
result the current mining rate of Stratford ROM coal will reduce. 

Rejects Disposal 

Gilbert & Sutherland (1998) have undertaken a detailed assessment of the proposal to 
dispose of Duralie rejects at Stratford.  A summary of their assessment is provided 
below with the full report appearing as Appendix A of this report. 

The proposed rejects disposal strategy involves the disposal of less reactive Stratford 
rejects in existing above ground disposal areas and the final permanent disposal of 
Duralie rejects below the water table in the Roseville pit and Stratford final void.   
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The disposal of Duralie rejects at Stratford is proposed as follows: 

• Bath rejects would be deposited (dry) in the Stratford pit and, if necessary, 
treated with lime. 

• Washery rejects would be deposited: 
- initially into a temporary above ground storage cell (with subsequent 

removal to the Roseville pit when mining of Roseville is complete); 
- subsequently into the mined out Roseville pit;  and 
- finally into the Stratford final void (once mining operations cease in the 

Stratford pit). 

Duralie washery rejects would be deposited sub-aqueously in all three locations to 
minimise oxidisation. 
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5 IMPACT OF THE PROJECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
PROPOSED CONTROL MEASURES 

The key environmental implications identified with respect to the proposed modifications 
to the Stratford operation are as follows: 

• Reduced potential noise, air quality and blast impacts due to a 35% 
reduction in mining rate 

• Increased rail traffic associated with the railing of ROM coal from Duralie 

• Associated potential increase in rail traffic-related noise impacts 

• Disposal techniques for Duralie coal rejects at Stratford need to be designed 
to achieve those objectives proposed and approved for the Duralie Project 

Potential impacts on topography, landuse, visual features, flora and fauna, archaeology 
and socio-economics associated with the proposed modifications to the Stratford Project 
are similar to those outlined in the Stratford EIS.  Mitigation measures detailed in the EIS 
and implemented to date are considered adequate to cover the proposed modifications. 

The abovementioned modifications will, however, result in potential impacts with respect 
to site hydrology, acoustics, air quality and transport.  Details of these potential impacts 
and, where necessary, proposed mitigation measures are outlined below. 

5.1 HYDROLOGY 

Gilbert and Sutherland Pty Ltd (G&S) were commissioned to assess the implications of 
Duralie rejects disposal at Stratford (Appendix A).  Appendix A presents a plan for the 
secure disposal of Duralie coal rejects at the Stratford site consistent with the objectives 
of the rejects disposal strategy approved for the Duralie Project.  All Duralie rejects are 
proposed to be permanently stored below the water table such that oxidation should be 
effectively prevented and risks to surface and groundwater resources should not be an 
issue of concern. 

The G&S study also found that mixing of reject waters with groundwaters surrounding 
the Roseville pit will occur in a limited localised area around the pit. The regional 
groundwater flow will however be toward the pit and this trend will not be affected by 
mining or backfilling operations. Furthermore, the quality of waters in the groundwater 
system surrounding the Roseville pit is such that any seepage of reject waters would 
not, in any case, compromise current beneficial usage.   
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Furthermore, no additional or new areas are required for disposal of rejects from Duralie. 
Rehabilitation of Duralie rejects disposal areas is therefore consistent with the current 
plan for rejects disposal at Stratford.  

5.2 ACOUSTICS 

To assess the potential increase in rail traffic-related noise impacts Richard Heggie 
Associates were commissioned to undertake the study - Stratford Coal Mine Train 
Unloading Operations – Preliminary Noise Impact Assessment, 1998 (Appendix B).  This 
study assesses current Stratford operating noise emissions and compares this with 
those predicted for the modified project.  The study focuses on the areas of rail 
unloading, overall mine operation and rail transportation.  

Potential Impacts 

Existing rail loading and proposed rail unloading operations cannot occur 
simultaneously, therefore it is not necessary to consider cumulative noise impacts.  
However, train operation (ie. rail loading or rail unloading) will occur at twice the current 
frequency with up to eight train movements per day. 

The total overall sound power level of the existing rail loading facility is 121 dBA, 
similarly the total overall sound power level of the proposed rail unloading facility is 
121 dBA. 

It is reasonable to assume that noise emissions from the proposed rail unloading facility 
(radial stockpile) would be equivalent or only marginally less than the existing rail loading 
facility as the dozer would operate (as required) on the radial stockpile (maximum 9 m) 
which is well below the elevation of the product stockpile (maximum 20 m). 

Existing train loading noise emissions (ie. train loading, wagon and locomotive noise) at 
BG4 Bagnall and BG4A Bramley (refer Appendix B) are clearly discernible from other 
mine generated noise emissions, where the maximum recorded LA10(15 minute) noise level is 
45 dBA. 

In view of the proposed doubling in train operations (ie. train loading or train unloading) 
then noise emissions in order of 40 dBA to 45 dBA are likely to occur at approximately 
twice the current frequency at BG4 Bagnall and BG4A Bramley (refer Appendix B). 

The total overall sound power level of the existing mining operation (including rail 
loading) is 136 dBA. 
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Mitigation Measures 

It is concluded that overall magnitude mine noise emission levels will remain unchanged 
as a result of the proposed operating variations. 

It is concluded that the average traffic and peak traffic LAeq(24 hour) noise emissions arising 
from the predicted total train movements (ie. existing and proposed Duralie movements) 
comply with the EPA’s recommended 60 dBA LAeq(24 hour) noise criterion at a distance of 
25 m.  In addition, the predicted maximum (LAmax) noise emission from the proposed 
Duralie train movements complies with the EPA’s 85 dBA criterion. 

Furthermore, noise emissions from the additional train movements would increase 
existing train noise levels in the vicinity of the railway only marginally (1 dBA) producing 
a negligible impact on existing receivers. 

The acoustic/visual barrier will also provide appreciable noise attenuation to the ROM 
coal conveyors and the reclaim hopper and to a lesser extent, the radial stockpile dozer. 

5.3 AIR QUALITY 

Potential air quality impacts associated with proposed Project modifications are as 
follows: 

• Reduced ROM coal production at Stratford (approximately 35%) should 
result in decreased dust emissions from mining operations including blasting. 

• The Duralie ROM coal stockpile and proposed extension to the product coal 
stockpile present a potential additional source of dust.  Both stockpiles will, 
however, be captured by expansion of current dust suppression and other 
existing mitigation measures.  As a result, no significant increase in dust 
emissions from these stockpile areas is expected. 

5.4 TRANSPORT 

The decreased production of ROM coal at Stratford will result in a slight reduction in 
workforce (150 to 110), marginally reducing workforce movements to and from the mine. 
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6 REHABILITATION 

Rehabilitation works will be closely integrated with mine production and will be 
undertaken progressively as mining proceeds.  Disturbed land will be returned to a 
stable condition and to a land capability at least equal to that which existed prior to 
mining.  Revegetation will result in the establishment of legumes and endemic grasses 
with extensive tree covered areas.  The rehabilitation programme is described in detail in 
Section 4.10 of the Stratford EIS.  Rehabilitation performance to date is documented in 
the 1998 AEMR. 

The primary objectives of the rehabilitation programme are the minimisation of erosion 
and reinstatement of pre-mining land capability.  The secondary objectives of 
rehabilitation are: 

• the generation of a final rehabilitated landform which is consistent with 
general landforms in the area and which will blend in with the hills to the 
east; 

• to provide a landform which is suitable for the primary final land uses of 
grazing, forestry and faunal habitat enhancement; 

• to plan mining and overburden handling operations to minimise rehandling, 
reshaping and contouring; 

• to minimise the amount of disturbed land awaiting rehabilitation; and 

• to provide for the safe and environmentally acceptable disposal of CPP 
rejects. 

As the proposed modifications at Stratford will include the incorporation of rejects from 
Duralie coal processing, the rejects disposal regime will be refined to reflect this.  
However, rehabilitation proposals (as discussed in Appendix A) remain consistent with 
those objectives outlined above. 
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7 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING 
PROGRAMME 

A comprehensive environmental management and monitoring programme is in operation 
at Stratford and will continue for the duration of the Project.  This programme was 
commenced in 1993/1994 with respect to air quality, surface water and groundwater 
resources and was developed in consultation with relevant authorities during the Project 
construction phase. 

The monitoring and management programmes for the project are detailed in 
Section 4.11 of the Stratford EIS and the Annual Environmental Management Report 
(AEMR) (June 1998).  The elements of the monitoring and management system are 
listed below. 

Meteorological Monitoring 

• Rainfall; 
• Evaporation; 
• Wind speed and direction; 
• Temperature. 

Air 

• Dust monitoring, both static and high volume; 
• Dust control procedures. 

Vibration and Airblast 

• Control procedures;
• Monitoring airblast overpressure;
• Monitoring ground vibration.

Coal Washery Rejects/Reject Management 

• Handling and disposal procedures; 
• Characterisation of residues; 
• Disposal area rehabilitation monitoring; 
• Monitoring and maintenance of disposal facilities. 
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Other Waste Management and Recycling 

• Sewerage treatment and disposal; 
• Fuel containment; 
• Oil and grease containment and disposal; 
• Rubbish disposal. 

Hazardous and Explosives Material Management 

7.1 WATER MANAGEMENT  

The prioritised system of water usage has been outlined in Section 4.9 and Appendix 3 
of the Stratford EIS.  Details of the surface water and groundwater monitoring 
programme are set out in Appendix 3 of the EIS. 

The principles of the water management system are: 

• to divert clean water around disturbed areas; 

• to capture and store water falling on disturbed areas in the dirty water 
system; 

• to have nil discharge of mine water; 

• to utilise dirty water first; and   

• to discharge off site no sediment laden water having a suspended solids 
concentration in excess of 50 mg/L. 

The water monitoring system is designed to provide feedback on the effectiveness of the 
surface water and groundwater management and the sediment control systems on site.  
These systems are designed to assist in the management of: 

• clean water; 
• dirty water; 
• overburden dump water runoff; 
• haul road runoff; 
• groundwater; and 
• sediment and erosion control. 

Water management requirements proposed for the Duralie rejects disposal are outlined 
in Appendix A along with a discussion on existing system performance.  
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Following subaqueous deposition of Duralie washery rejects, return water from the 
Roseville pit or the Stratford final void will be pumped to the return dam for use in the 
CPP.  Management of Duralie Coal rejects will include maintenance of a water cover 
over the reject material.  A low point would be formed by moving the rejects discharge 
point to allow for the formation of a comparatively deep pond within the pit for utilisation 
as a decant pond.  A pump on a floating pontoon would be located within the pond, and 
return water and runoff transferred to the return dam.  Pumping capacity would be 
required to be (as a minimum) equivalent to the plant demand (7.30 ML/day or 85 L/s) so 
as to ensure maintenance of reliability of supply and maximise recovery.  The pumping 
system would also be required to be reversible for potential transfer of water to Roseville 
pit or the Stratford final void during extended dry periods, so as to maintain the required 
minimum cover of water over the reject material.  Further details may be found in 
Appendix A. 

7.2 NOISE 

The Stratford mine has an existing noise emissions monitoring and management system 
comprising noise monitoring at a series of locations, noise control measures and a Noise 
Management Plan.  A brief description of these components is given below. 

Noise Monitoring 

SCPL is required to undertake quarterly noise monitoring surveys in accordance with 
development consent conditions.  This monitoring entails measuring the LA10 15 minute 
noise level over a minimum 72 hour period, at locations specified by the EPA.  Locations 
specified by the EPA may change over time due to changes in land tenure or Project 
modifications.  The present monitoring locations and the results of the monitoring 
programme as compared to the permitted noise levels can be found in the AEMR.   

Noise Management Plan 

The Noise Management Plan enables the development of noise control measures to be 
proposed and implemented where exceedance of approved levels has occurred, or 
complaints have been received. 

Noise Control Measures 

Noise control measures have been undertaken to alleviate problems identified through 
noise monitoring in accordance with the Noise Management Plan.  These actions have 
in the past included such things as reducing alarm volumes on site, alterations to 
dumping and truck movements, construction of sound barriers and alterations to train 
loading schedules etc. 
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Due to the potential impact of the proposed Project modifications at Stratford, a 
preliminary noise impact assessment was commissioned to assess the current noise 
levels and the likely potential impacts of the modifications on noise.  The results of this 
assessment can be found in Appendix B and in the impacts section of this document 
(Section 5).  This assessment will be utilised to further refine noise monitoring 
procedures and will be incorporated into a revision of the Noise Management Plan. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Stratford Coal Pty Ltd (SCPL) propose to apply to the NSW Department of Mineral Resources 
(DMR) for approval of an amended rejects disposal plan to cover the processing of coal from 
the Duralie mine at the Stratford washery.  The initial rejects disposal plan for Stratford was 
outlined in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and involved disposal to the purpose 
built western rejects emplacement area, followed by disposal to the Roseville and Bowen's 
Road Pits (after cessation of mining in these satellite deposits), and finally disposal to a 
purpose created cell within the main out of pit mine waste dump. 

Experience with processing Stratford coal has shown that coal recovery is lower than was 
originally predicted, resulting in a higher rate of reject production.  The rate of coal processing 
has also increased from 1.4 to 1.8 million tonnes per year. The combined effect of the lower 
coal recoveries and higher coal mining rate meant that the approved rejects disposal plan was 
inadequate and that an amended plan covering the remainder of the mine life was required. 

Further amendments are now also required to cover processing (washing) of coal from Duralie 
at Stratford. The proposal to wash Duralie coal at Stratford involves transporting run-of-mine 
coal from Duralie to Stratford by rail for washing. The coal from Duralie would be washed 
separately (in campaigns) to produce separate product coal and reject streams. The product 
coal would be freighted out by rail for export through the Port of Newcastle and the rejects 
would be disposed of on the Stratford mine lease area. 

Processing of coal from the Stratford Mine would be completed in late 2004 while Duralie coal 
would be processed at Stratford for a further 2 years (ie until 2006). 

This amended reject plan covers the handling and disposal of the projected reject production 
from both Stratford and Duralie coals over the remaining life of the project (2006). It draws on 
the results of earlier investigations and studies undertaken for both the Duralie and Stratford 
projects. 
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2.0 REJECTS DISPOSAL OBJECTIVES  

The requirements and objectives for rejects disposal at the Stratford site are: 

1. Capacity to store the projected quantity of rejects to be produced over the remaining 
life of the project.  

The estimated reject disposal requirements are: 

  Stratford Coal   
    2.9 million tonnes of Bath Rejects 
    5.2 million tonnes of Washery Rejects 
  Duralie Coal   
    1.0 million tonnes of Bath Rejects 
    3.6 million tonnes of Washery Rejects 

2. Development of reject emplacement landforms, which are safe, stable and which are 
consistent with the post mining land use objectives. 

Generalised final land use objectives for reject disposal landforms comprise light 
grazing on the flatter plateau areas with other areas developed as tree lots for wildlife 
corridors and refuges. (Refer Stratford EIS, Woodward–Clyde, 1994) 

3. Control over water movement to and from reject disposal areas such that there is a low 
risk of surface and groundwater contamination either during the active mine life or post 
rehabilitation and lease relinquishment. 

4. Low development, operational and closure (rehabilitation) costs.  

This objective can be achieved by minimising further disturbance optimising the use of 
existing rejects disposal areas and by backfilling mine voids. 

5. Compatibility with possible future mine development opportunities at Stratford  

This objective can be met by providing flexibility to either expand or contract reject 
storage requirements within the confines of the planned disposal areas. 

6. Compliance with the regulatory guidelines/requirements. 
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3.0 REJECTS CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Physical Characteristics 

There are two waste streams produced from the Stratford washery.   

� Bath rejects that are scalped off the washery feed and removed from the washery by truck. 
These comprise coarse oversized rock fragments.  

� Washery rejects comprise 30% slimes and 70% intermediate sized coarse waste materials 
that have been washed from the product coal.  The washery rejects are combined and 
pumped as slurry to the disposal storage. 

Physical properties of these waste materials (as generated from washing of run-of-mine coal 
from the main Stratford pit) have been measured in recent laboratory testing and are 
summarised in Table 1 below. Details of the testing and results are given in Appendix B.  

Table 1  
Physical Testing of Stratford Rejects 

Material Type Physical Property Measured Value Comment 

Settled Dry Density 1.24 (t/m3) Average of 3 insitu 
tests 

Moisture Content  11.8 (%) Average of 3 tests 

Specific Gravity 1.67 Average of 3 tests 

Particle Size 10% less than 0.3mm 

50% less than 6mm 

90% less than 30mm 

Approximate average 
of 3 tests 

Washery Reject 

(Beach Deposit) 

Saturated Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

6 x 10-6 m/s Single constant head 
test under negligible 
vertical stress 

Moisture Content  71.6 (%) Single test 

Specific Gravity 2.06  

Particle Size 100% passing 0.425mm 

96% passing 0.075mm 

Single test 

Washery Reject 

(Slimes Fraction) 

Saturated Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

2.5X10-8 (m/s) Single Rowe cell test 
under 10kPa vertical 
stress 

It is expected that an additional 2.9 million tonnes of bath and 5.2 million tonnes of washery 
rejects will be produced from processing of the remaining reserves of Stratford coal.  

Mining and processing of Duralie coal would involve an additional 4.6 million tonnes of rejects 
comprising some 25% bath reject and 75% washery reject.  
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The physical characteristics of the Duralie rejects are expected to be similar to the Stratford 
reject streams.  The storage requirements of these waste streams are summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Rejects Production and Disposal Requirements 

Stratford

Waste Stream Anticipated Production 

(million tonnes) 

Storage Volume 
Requirements 

(ML) 

Bath Rejects 2.9 1,700 

Washery Rejects (Total) 5.2 4,800 

Slimes Fraction 1.6  

Coarse Fraction 3.6  

Duralie

Waste Stream Anticipated Production 

(million tonnes) 

Storage Volume 
Requirements 

(ML) 

Bath Rejects 1 600 

Washery Rejects (Total) 3.6 3300 

3.2 Chemical Characteristics of Process/Reject Waters. 

The chemistry of rejects water is dominated by the chemistry of the source of process water. 
Process water is a combination of the water recovered from pit dewatering, make-up from local 
bores, and water recovered from the rejects disposal area.  Results of monitoring by SCPL 
indicate that slurry water is moderately saline, with TDS levels ranging between 3,000 and 
4,000 mg/L. The major constituents comprise chloride and sulphate salts.  The water is also 
typically near neutral to slightly alkaline due to the use of lime as a reagent in the washery to 
control acid generation in the product coal. 

Based on the results of testing of Duralie waste (reject) materials, water recovered from the 
Duralie reject areas may have higher sulphate concentrations than waters recovered from 
Stratford reject disposal areas. It is possible therefore that processing of Duralie coal at 
Stratford will lead to increased sulphate salinity in the process water dam. The increases are 
however likely to be small if the rejects are maintained in a fully saturated condition as is 
proposed under this plan. 
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3.3 Geochemical Characteristics 

3.3.1 Stratford Rejects 

The geochemical characteristics of the Stratford rejects have been investigated by 
Environmental Geochemistry International (EGi). EGI's conclusions relevant to the 
management of Stratford rejects are: 

� Both the bath and washery rejects contain significant reactive sulphides and acid 
neutralising carbonates.  These materials will be reactive when exposed to surficial 
oxidation processes. 

� Both bath reject and the slimes fraction of the washery reject are likely to contain sufficient 
available carbonates to neutralise acid generated through sulphide oxidation and therefore 
these materials are not likely to develop acid conditions. 

� Due to the higher reactive sulphide content and lack of available carbonates in the 
washery beach deposits, it is likely that acid conditions will develop in these materials 
when left exposed.  Reaction kinetics indicates that acid conditions are likely to develop in 
3 to 6 months following exposure. 

� There were no elements present in the rejects in sufficiently high concentrations to warrant 
further geochemical investigation. 

Copies of EGi’s Interim Reports and Stage 2 Report are included as Appendix A 

3.3.2 Duralie Rejects 

The geochemical characteristics of rejects from Duralie Coal were also assessed by EGI. 
Results of these investigations are summarised in the Duralie project EIS (Refer Woodward-
Clyde, September 1996). The key conclusions are: 

� The rejects will have relatively high total sulphur content and low to negligible acid 
neutralising capacity. As a consequence EGI have classified these materials as potentially 
acid forming with high capacity to generate acid. 

� Column test results indicate that if left untreated and exposed to air and moisture, Duralie 
rejects will generate acid and high sulphate sulphur concentrations in leachate and runoff 
water.  

� This is also likely to occur relatively soon after exposure.  

� Testing with different lime dosing rates indicated that effective pH and sulphate control 
could be achieved with dosing rates in the range 5 to 10kg/tonne range.  

� Sulphate generation rates were found to be highly sensitive to pH (increasing as pH values 
fell). At pH values above about 4, sulphate generation is controlled by solubility.  

� If left untreated and exposed to air the rejects produced from washing of the Duralie coal 
are likely to be significantly more reactive than Stratford rejects. 

3.4 Rejects Placement and Handling Requirements 

3.4.1 Stratford Rejects  

Results from geochemical testwork undertaken by EGi have indicated that acid conditions are 
likely to develop within the washery reject beach material within 3 to 6 months of exposure to 
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atmospheric conditions.  Site experience to date has been that no significant acid generation 
from the exposed beach material has occurred. 

Liming of water within the plant is undertaken as part of the process, and this would have 
positive effects on sulphate and/or acid generation within the washery rejects.  The addition of 
lime within the process is likely to have positive effects on leachate quality of a similar nature to 
those indicated for the limestone treated beach rejects within the EGi testwork (ie: reduced 
sulphate release and pH control over a period dependent upon the rate of treatment).  For 
rejects placed with some form of lime treatment (either by direct treatment of rejects as 
undertaken within the testwork, or liming of process water), acid conditions would be expected 
to develop after a longer lag period than for rejects placed without the addition of lime. 

In addition to liming, rejects placed in active cells of the western reject disposal area are being 
continually covered by fresh reject discharge, limiting the exposure of the rejects. The rejects 
area is maintained in a generally saturated state due to continuous return of process water, 
further limiting the exposure of placed rejects to atmospheric conditions. 

In light of the potential for acid generation identified in the EGi report, it is proposed that 
completed cells of the rejects area be covered progressively and that close monitoring be 
undertaken of reject area runoff and seepage be undertaken. 

3.4.2 Duralie Rejects  

There is a significantly higher acid generation potential associated with Duralie rejects than for 
rejects produced from Stratford coal. This will require different handling and separate disposal. 

General recommendations for management of Duralie Coal rejects as determined from the 
results of geochemical characterisation testwork are: 

� All potentially acid forming materials placed in-pit should be located at an RL that is below 
the projected post-mining groundwater table.  PAF material located below the permanent 
water table will exclude oxygen from the contained sulphides and is the most secure long-
term control strategy. 

� Crushed limestone may need to be mixed with bath rejects prior to disposal.  Trials will 
need to be conducted at commencement of operations to determine what lime addition 
rates (if any) are required to control acid generation in the short term (prior to permanent 
emersion below water). Testwork on ‘total’ reject samples has shown that liming rates of 5 
to 20kg CaCO3/t may be required. 
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In general, the key features of reject handling and disposal adopted in the Duralie project EIS 
were addition of crushed limestone (1mm size) at 10 to 20 kg/tonne to provide short term 
control over acid and sulphate generation (for up to 24 weeks) and permanent isolation from 
atmospheric oxygen for long term control of acid generation potential.  

The method proposed for disposal of Duralie reject in this plan involves sub-aqueous disposal 
in the Roseville and main Stratford open cut. This would negate the need for special lime 
treatment as it provides for immediate and permanent isolation from atmospheric oxygen. 

The bath reject would be placed (semi-dry) in the lower levels of the main Stratford pit until 
completion of mining. Post mining, bath rejects from Duralie coal would then be placed sub 
aqueously in the main Stratford void. During the dry disposal phase lime dosing if required, 
would be carried out at rates determined by trials (as discussed above).  
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4.0 SITE HYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Stratford Coal Mine is located in the Gloucester Valley and is drained by a number of small 
tributary creeks of the Avon River.  The Avon itself is a tributary of the Manning River, which 
discharges to the Pacific Ocean at Taree.  The mine is located on gently sloping valley floor 
terrain abutting a steep range of hills to the east.  Avondale Creek (the main local drainage 
feature) traverses the site on the western side of the main pit.  Avondale Creek is ephemeral 
although it has strong recessionary flow persistence suggestive of significant groundwater 
baseflow. 

Surface water quality monitoring data for the Avon River indicates generally good water quality 
with reported conductivity and pH values in the range 92 to 690 µS/cm and 6.8 to 7.8 
respectively (Stratford EIS).  Monitoring in the Avon River has continued through until present 
with water quality results consistent with those obtained prior to the Stratford EIS publication.  

Monitoring of water quality in Avondale Creek upstream and downstream of the mine both 
before commencement of mining and over the period that mining activities have been carried 
out has shown that the creek is typically brackish during normal low flow periods and freshens 
up during periods of pronounced run off.  Baseline data given in the Stratford EIS indicate 
conductivity levels have exceeded 7,000 µS/cm (ranging down to 520) in Avondale Swamp 
downstream of the mine. Current results show a range of 10,290 µS/cm down to 150 µS/cm for 
the same sampling location.  

Baseline monitoring undertaken for the Stratford EIS in Dog Trap Creek, below the mine site, 
showed conductivity results up to 1000 µS/cm. Monitoring since the completion of the EIS has 
returned conductivity results in the range 110 µS/cm to 960 µS/cm.  

The mine area is underlain by Quaternary colluvium, which is in turn underlain by the Avon 
Coal Measures (Stratford EIS).  Borehole water level data indicate that the original 
groundwater flow was from the southwest to the northwest.  Groundwater intersects the 
surface in the northern and western areas of the basin.  The coal seams form the major aquifer 
with relatively smaller flows being evident in the overburden.  The overburden was found to 
have generally low permeability although some higher permeability zones associated with 
fracturing were found.  The requirements for mine dewatering have been significantly less than 
original predictions.  The drawdowns induced in bores around the mine have also been small 
indicating that there is relatively little water movement in the local groundwater system. 

Groundwaters were found to be moderately saline (with conductivities ranging from 1,500 to 
9,000 µS/cm).  The dominant ions were sodium and chloride.  Groundwater is used in the 
Stratford Township for garden irrigation and domestic washing.  Salinity levels in bores in the 
Stratford Township have varied from 420 to 8,300 µS/cm.  pH values have varied from 5.8 to 
7.5. The chloride content of the groundwater ranged from 16 to 3,246mg/L  

The conductivity in individual bores has not changed markedly over the monitoring period and 
the large variability between bores is thought to reflect different groundwater sources.  The 
higher conductivity bores are generally  
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those that tap the deeper more saline groundwater associated with the coal measures, while 
the fresher water appears to be associated with localised shallow groundwater zones. The 
salinity of the groundwater ranges from medium, (where care should be taken when growing 
salt sensitive crops) to very high (where water is not suitable for irrigation under ordinary 
conditions). In general the salinity of the existing groundwater is higher than that present in the 
reject water. 

In summary, the following baseline hydrological considerations are relevant to life of mine 
rejects planning: 

1. The local groundwaters are moderately to highly saline (1,500 to 9,000µS/cm) with 
predominantly sodium chloride salts. 

2. Groundwater pH has varied from slightly acidic (pH 5.6) to slightly alkaline (pH 
8.4). 

3. Groundwater is used in Stratford for domestic purposes although it is generally 
unsuitable for drinking purposes. 

4. The dominant flow direction will be from the Stratford Township area toward the 
mine although the rates of groundwater flows are small and mining activities have 
not had a measurable affect on the groundwater levels in bores in Stratford 
Township to date.   

5. Avondale Creek is typically brackish particularly during dry periods when it tends to 
reflect the groundwater baseflow.  Water quality improves markedly during runoff 
periods.  Surface waters are used for stock water. 

6. Rejects water is typically less saline than the local groundwaters with the dominant 
salts being sodium, chloride and sulphate. 
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5.0 REJECTS DISPOSAL PLAN 

5.1 Strategy 

The proposed rejects disposal strategy involves disposal of the less reactive Stratford washery 
rejects within above ground rejects disposal areas.  Disposal of the more reactive Duralie 
washery rejects would comprise final placement within mined out pit areas (Roseville and Main 
Pits) to levels beneath the expected long-term water table.  Bath rejects from the Stratford 
Project would be backloaded into the main pit, with bath rejects from Duralie Coal placed dry in 
the lower levels of the main pit and, if necessary, treated with lime in accordance with the 
approved Duralie rejects disposal plan. Both these materials would be placed below the final 
water level in the main Stratford pit. 
The potential rejects disposal areas suitable for rejects disposal at Stratford comprise: 

1. Western rejects co-disposal area.  

This would incorporate expansion of the original disposal limits northward toward the 
southern Roseville pit limits. The expanded disposal area would be limited in area and 
height to blend in with the surrounding topography and the long term surface drainage 
requirements (Refer Figure 1). This area would have sufficient capacity to store some 
3,500ML of rejects. 

2. Eastern overburden area.  

This option would involve utilising the void left in the main overburden emplacement area 
south of the main pit. This area would have capacity for disposal of some 8,500 ML of 
rejects. (Refer Figure 1). 

Migration of water from the rejects back through the overburden dump would need to be 
controlled and it is proposed that a low permeability (compacted) earthfill 
embankment/membrane be constructed around the base of the disposal area as part of 
the storage preparation works. As the reject beach is built up, a larger proportion of the 
liberated water would report to the toe of the beach.  The resulting decant pond would then 
progressively retreat up the slope in front of the advancing beach.   

Seepage through the overburden would be expected to appear as toe seepage along the 
downslope side of the dump.  This water would be intercepted in a toe drain below the 
western perimeter of the dump for return to the process water storage. Post mining the toe 
drain would be connected to the final void. 

3. Final Void. 

As part of the approved mine plan, overburden and coarse (dry) rejects are to be placed in 
the completed section of the main pit. Backfilling operations have been ongoing for some 
time and a general strategy of placing any potentially acid forming material in the lower 
levels of the void has been implemented. The capacity for storage of waste materials in the 
void is large and it is expected that the majority of all remaining overburden and coarse 
reject will be backfilled into the pit.  

At the end of the mining phase there will be a residual void, which will be left to fill with 
water. The overburden and other materials in the void will saturate to the final water level 
in the void as a result of the direct hydraulic connection between the loose fill and the 
rising water level in the void. Any wastes placed below the final water level would therefore 
be permanently saturated and isolated from atmospheric oxygen.  

Following the mining phase the void could be used for sub-aqueous disposal of washery 
rejects from Duralie. The capacity of the pit for both coarse (dry) and fine (wet) rejects 
would be much larger than the quantities of rejects likely to be produced. 
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4. Roseville Pit.  

Mining of coal in the Roseville pit started in early 1997 and is expected to be completed by 
the end of 1998. The mined out pit has been identified as being suitable for rejects 
disposal. It will have capacity for disposal of some 2250 ML of rejects below the final water 
table level. 

5. New Purpose Built Disposal Facility 

The availability of suitable sites for a rejects disposal facility (outside those already 
identified) is limited by the topographical and drainage constraints of the site to areas 
immediately south on the main overburden dump (on the western side of Avondale Creek) 
and areas adjacent to the rail loop on the eastern side of the creek. Development of a new 
facility in either area would offer no economic or environmental advantages to other 
options considered and would involve increased environmental risk, greater land 
disturbance and construction and rehabilitation costs. This option has not been considered 
as necessary for rejects disposal at Stratford as currently conceived.  

There will however be a need to construct a small, temporary out-of-pit storage for 
containment of Duralie washery rejects until the Roseville pit becomes available for 
permanent reject disposal. Once the Roseville pit is available the rejects stored in the 
temporary storage area would be transferred (by slurry pump) to the Roseville pit for 
permanent disposal below water level. The storage would comprise a lined ‘Turkey’s nest’ 
dam adjacent to the Roseville pit (refer Figure 1). It would be sized to store the first 6 
months of washery reject production from Duralie coal plus a freeboard for storm water. 
The spillway from the storage would convey any overflow to Roseville pit. CIM expect that 
the storage will be required for a maximum of 6 months production. 

5.2 Rejects Disposal Scheme 

The rejects disposal plan is based on placement of Duralie rejects below ground level and 
below the final groundwater level. The plan involves backfilling the Roseville void to below final 
water level and use of the Stratford final void as a receptacle for remaining Duralie rejects. 
Because mining at Roseville will not be completed for up to 6 months after Duralie coal is 
planned to be brought to Stratford, a purpose built temporary cell will be constructed adjacent 
to the Roseville pit to provide temporary storage of all Duralie washery rejects produced over 
this initial period. 

Washery rejects from Stratford Coal would be pumped to the western reject disposal area. The 
capacity of this facility would be fully utilised by mid 2004 at which stage washery rejects 
produced from Stratford Coal would be pumped to the eastern emplacement area.  The 
expansion of the western reject disposal area would result in a larger elevated landform to the 
north and west of the current disposal area limits.  The expanded area would be contained 
entirely within the current mine lease limits.  The final landform is shown on Figure 1, and 
would feature a rounded hill that would be constructed to blend in with the existing ridgeline 
between The Bucketts Way and the mine site. 

A proportion of the bath rejects from Stratford would be used for covering and construction of 
internal embankments in the western reject containment, and as cover material in the eastern 
reject disposal area. The bulk of the bath rejects from Stratford coal would however be used as 
backfill in the lower levels of the main pit. 

The proposed reject disposal schedule for Stratford coal rejects is summarised in Table 3. 
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Table 3 
Schedule of Rejects Disposal – Stratford Coal 

(Thousands of Tonnes) 

YEAR 
1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2 2002/3 2003/4 2004/5 Total 

364 375 346 363 339 376 2880 
334 345 316 333 309 346 2670 
30 30 30 30   150 

    30 30 60 

       
       

728 750 693 726 678 752 5,223 
728 750 693 726 57  3850 

    621 752 1373 

(Source CIM Resources) 
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During the initial 6 months, production of washery rejects from Duralie coal would be disposed 
as a slurry into a temporary storage cell constructed adjacent to the Roseville pit. This 
structure would provide secure containment while mining of Roseville is completed.  

During this phase the rejects would be dosed with lime at 10kg/tonne in the washery prior to 
discharge to control acid and sulphate generation.  Following completion of mining at Roseville 
the contents of the temporary storage would be slurried into the Roseville pit below water level. 
Additional Duralie rejects would also be discharged into the Roseville pit to a maximum final 
level of RL114, (which is estimated to be the limit to which rejects would remain permanently 
below final water level).  Rejects produced from Duralie coal after that time would be 
discharged to the final Stratford mine void.  

A minimum 0.5m submergence would be maintained over the rejects during the disposal 
phase. The discharge point would be moved around the sides of the voids to facilitate 
development of a uniform reject deposit and maintenance of the water cover, which would 
provide isolation of the rejects from atmospheric oxygen. (Refer Figure 3 and Figure 4.). 

The bath rejects from Duralie Coal would be placed dry in the lower levels of the main pit. The 
material would be paddock dumped by truck and spread by grader into 0.5 to 1m layers. Each 
layer of bath rejects would, if necessary, be dosed with crushed limestone to control the onset 
of acid generation. Bath rejects would be covered with at least 10m of non-acid forming (NAF) 
overburden from the Stratford mine. 

The proposed reject disposal schedule for Duralie coal rejects is summarised in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Schedule of Rejects Disposal – Duralie Coal 

(Thousands Tonnes) 

YEAR 
1999/2000 2000/1 2001/2 2002/3 2003/4 2004/5 2005/6 Total 

105 289 130 130 130 130 130 1,064 
105 289 130 130 130 130 130 1,064 

        
        

420 480 520 520 520 520 520 3,580 
105        

500* 480 520 520 455   2,475 
    65 520 520 1,105 

storage cell. 
(Source CIM Resources) 
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5.3 Water Management  

The hydrological behaviour of the rejects areas during the active disposal operations and post 
rehabilitation has been investigated using the SOILCOVER Model (MEND, 1996).  
SOILCOVER is a one-dimensional saturated/unsaturated transient water flow model that 
simulates moisture flux to and from soil and atmospheric boundaries.  The model was used to 
assess the relative amounts of water that are likely to appear as runoff, seepage, evaporate or 
report as deep percolation from the reject disposal areas. 

The model simulations were set up to represent a typical profile through the final western reject 
disposal area. The results of these simulations indicate that under typical climatic conditions: 

1. During the operational phase, inactive but uncovered areas within the above 
ground reject disposal areas will generate minimal runoff. Seepage/infiltration rates 
will on the other hand be quite high (20 to 25% of rainfall). Active areas and slimes 
will remain saturated and generate high runoff which would report to decant areas. 

2. Infiltration and seepage from covered and rehabilitated areas would be 
approximately 6% and 1.0% of rainfall respectively. Runoff would account for 
some 10%. 

These estimates were based on the following (preliminary) cover design: 

� a combined subsoil and topsoil cover of nominal thickness of 0.9m 
(comprising a 300 mm thick topsoil layer underlain by a 600 mm thick 
compacted clay layer); 

� separation of the cover from the underlying washery rejects by a coarse 
(well-drained), layer of bath rejects or other similar material to act as a 
capillary break layer; and, 

� a healthy vegetative cover, 

3. Upward flux through the capillary breaking layer of the rehabilitated cover works 
will be minimal, leading to low potential for salt rise within the cover. 

4. Rejects in the Roseville Pit and Stratford final void would remain saturated.  

The water management requirements for the reject disposal areas comprise: 

1. Western Rejects Co-disposal Area 

Toe drains are aligned around the perimeter of the reject emplacement area, and 
runoff/seepage is directed to the return water dam.  The internal disposal cell 
embankments have been constructed of coarse reject material to facilitate drainage of 
slurry water to the return dam through the profile of the rejects, and this would continue 
while rejects placement continued to be undertaken in this area. 

2. Eastern Rejects Disposal Area 

Following transfer of washery rejects to the eastern disposal area, return water will be 
required to be pumped from the disposal area to the return dam for use in the process 
plant.  The collection and return of water from the eastern disposal area would be 
undertaken as shown in Figure 2.  The rejects discharge point(s) would be moved to 
create a sloping beach to promote drainage of water to a low point that would 
effectively form a decant pond.  A pump on a floating pontoon would be located within 
the pond with return water and runoff transferred to the return water dam.  Pumping 
capacity would be required to be (as a minimum) equivalent to the plant demand (7.39 
ML/day or 85 L/s) so as to ensure maintenance of reliability of supply and maximise 
recovery. 
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3. Roseville Pit 

Return water from Roseville Pit will be pumped to the return dam for use in the CPP.  
Management of Duralie Coal rejects will include maintenance of a water cover over the 
reject material.  A low point would be formed by moving the rejects discharge point to 
allow for the formation of a comparatively deep pond within the pit for utilisation as a 
decant pond.  A pump on a floating pontoon would be located within the pond, and 
return water and runoff transferred to the return dam.  Pumping capacity would be 
required to be (as a minimum) equivalent to the plant demand (7.39 ML/day or 85 L/s) 
so as to ensure maintenance of reliability of supply and maximise recovery.  The 
pumping system would also be required to be reversible for potential transfer of water 
to Roseville Pit during extended dry periods, so as to maintain the required minimum 
cover of water over the reject material.  

5.4 Rehabilitation Strategy 

The proposed rehabilitation strategy for the reject disposal areas are described below: 

Geochemical investigations of reject materials (refer EGi, July 1998), have indicated potential 
for acid generation from the above ground rejects areas, as well as elevated salt levels.  
Testwork has indicated that Stratford Coal rejects are expected to be less reactive than Duralie 
Coal rejects, and will be preferentially placed within the above ground disposal areas. The final 
surface of the above ground rejects disposal areas will have an engineered cover to control 
possible acid generation and salt leaching from these areas.  This will consist of a capillary 
breaking layer, a compacted clay cover to restrict oxygen and water ingress into the rejects 
and therefore potential oxidation of the placed potentially acid forming beach materials, and 
topsoil for revegetation.   

Shaping and profiling of the above ground rejects area would be undertaken to ensure that 
slopes were stable, with the western area rejects and cell embankments located between the 
return dam and the rejects battered back to a slope similar to that found in the remainder of the 
area. 

Revegetation of the areas would consist of shallow rooting grasses and shrubs, so as not to 
impact upon the integrity and effectiveness of the cover works to limit water and air movement 
into the rejects.  Vegetation types would be  
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selected on the basis of the existing approved mine site rehabilitation plan and would generally 
include introduced pasture species.  Vegetation of the above ground rejects areas would also 
provide erosion resistance for post-mining land use, such as low density grazing. The 
vegetation would also lead to increased evapotranspiration rates, thereby reducing potential 
infiltration into the reject material. 

Drainage of the final rehabilitated above ground rejects emplacement areas would be 
undertaken as shown conceptually in Figure 1.  Toe drains constructed along the toe of the 
western rejects area would be finalised to channel runoff from the 1 in 100 year, critical 
duration storm event.  The return dam wall would be breached, forming a spillway at a level 
slightly above the floor of the dam with vegetation species sown within the area to promote the 
formation of a wetland within the dam area. 

The Roseville Pit, the void would be backfilled above the final reject level to ground level with 
benign overburden. The natural drainage lines would be reinstated and the area revegetated. 
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PRELIMINARY NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

RESOURCE STRATEGIES 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In December 1994, Stratford Coal Pty Ltd was granted approval to 
develop the Stratford Coal Mine (SCM) as an open-cut mine utilising truck 
and shovel extraction methods with on-site coal processing, producing 
1.1 Mtpa of saleable coal.  In July 1996, approval was given to increase 
the production of saleable coal to 1.7 Mtpa. 

The mine is situated between the townships of Stratford and Craven 
NSW, with consent to operate for a period of 14 years. 

Richard Heggie Associates (RHA) has been engaged by Resources 
Strategies Pty Ltd to conduct a preliminary noise impact assessment of 
proposed operating variations at Stratford Coal Mine involving the rail 
transportation of ROM coal from the Duralie Coal Mine for processing at 
Stratford. 

The objectives of this preliminary noise impact assessment are therefore 
as follows: 

❏ To identify the key noise assessment locations in Stratford and 
Craven villages. 

❏ To distil the existing mine noise emission database and identify noise 
emissions from current train loading operations, then qualify the 
potential noise impact of the proposed train unloading operation. 

❏ To distil the existing mine noise emission database and identify noise 
emissions from current mine operations, then qualify the potential 
noise impact associated with the 35% reduction in ROM coal 
extraction at Stratford. 

❏ To identify and assess existing freight and passenger train 
movements along the Northern Railway, together with mine 
generated train movements. 

❏ To summarise the potential noise impact associated with the 
proposed operating variations in relation to the current overall 
environmental noise emission levels. 
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2 APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Development Consent Conditions 

Attached as Appendix A is a copy of the Department of Urban Affairs 
and Planning’s (DUAP) Development Consent dated 19 December 1994 
and subsequent Notice of Modification dated 17 July 1996. 

Mine Operating Noise Criteria 
The Consent nominates mine operating noise criteria in Section - Noise, 
Item 4 as follows: 

“The applicant shall: 

i. measure and record the LA10(15minute) noise level over a minimum 
72 hour period at the Perrin, Isaacs, Atkins, Fragley properties and 
other locations specified by EPA, during normal operation of the 
mine, on a quarterly basis such that the 40 dBA daytime and 35 dBA 
night-time noise levels are able to be presented in respect of the 
mine site and surrounding area, or as otherwise required by EPA. 

ii. submit a management plan for information of Gloucester Council 
(“Council”) and approval by EPA, giving noise safeguards and 
procedures for dealing with noise episodes which exceed the above 
LA10 noise levels, as required by EPA. 

iii. institute appropriate noise attenuation measures, to the satisfaction of 
the EPA, to ensure the residents of the Fragley residence are not 
subject to offensive noise emitted from the mine. 

iv. prepare, in consultation with the EPA, and to the satisfaction of the 
EPA, a noise reduction program detailing an on-going program of 
investigation and implementation of noise reduction measures.” 

Hours of Operation 
The Notice nominates hours of operation in Section - Hours of Operation 
for Roseville Pit, Item 4A as follows: 

“All activities associated with construction and operation of the 
Roseville pit shall be confined to the hours between 7.00 am and 
10.00 pm.” 

Existing mining operations are conducted over three 8 hour continuous 
shifts Monday to Saturday throughout the year, with changeovers at 
0700 hours, 1500 hours and 2300 hours. 
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2.2 Environment Protection Authority’s (EPA's) 

Attached as Appendix B is a copy of the EPA's Pollution Control 
approval Number 001495 dated 6 January 1995 (Appendix B1) and EPA 
Licence Number 005161 current to 30 June 1998 (Appendix B2).  The 
EPA recently issued a Notice under Section 17(D)3 of the Pollution 
Control Act 1970 dated 18 September 1997 which documents the 
requirements of a Noise Reduction Programme (Appendix B3).

Mine Operating Noise Criteria 
The EPA's Licence (005161) nominates Mine Operating Noise Criteria in 
Section P1 Noise Reduction Programme, Item 1 Environmental 
Outcomes as follows: 

“(a) the sound pressure level LA10,T (T = 15 minutes) of noise 
emanating from the Premises does not exceed LA10 40 dBA 
during Daytime and does not exceed LA10 35 dBA during Night-
time when measured at any point within 20 metres of a 
residential dwelling located outside of the Premises; 

(b) all noise emissions from the Premises are substantially free of 
tonal characteristics during Daytime and Night-time; and 

(c) all noise emissions from the Premises are substantially free of 
impulsive characteristics during Daytime and Night-time. 

Definitions: 

In this Condition: 

“Daytime” means: 

(a) From Monday to Saturday - 7.00 am to 10.00 pm; 
(b) On Sundays and public holidays - 8.00 am to 10.00 pm. 

“Night-time” means: 

(a) From Monday to Saturday - 10.00 pm to 7.00 am; 
(b) On Sundays and Public Holidays - 10.00 pm to 8.00 am.” 

2.3 Interpretation of the Noise Criteria 

The Consent and Licence do not make reference to meteorological 
conditions under which the noise emission limits apply.  In addition, the 
EPA’s Environmental Noise Control Manual (1993) does not define a 
methodology or procedure for assessing the effects of meteorological 
conditions on noise propagation (ie air absorption, wind speed/direction, 
temperature inversion and turbulence).   
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The EPA has however, provided guidance in a separate document “Use 
of Meteorological Conditions when Assessing Operational Noise” undated 
for projects of this nature which is attached as Appendix C.  The 
document states: 

“With regard to setting statutory conditions such as in development 
consents, the term “prevailing” would be recommended in conjunction 
with any performance based noise limit that is applied to the project.  
Prevailing weather conditions include calm and windy conditions but 
excludes temperature inversions.” 

It is therefore concluded that the Consent (DUAP) and Licence (EPA) 
noise emission limits would apply under prevailing weather conditions 
including adverse winds which may enhance noise emission levels, but 
exclude any noise enhancement due to temperature inversions. 

4 MONITORING LOCATIONS AND NOISE MONITORING DATABASE 

The project site and surrounding area are illustrated in the Location Plan 
attached as Appendix D. Table 4.1 describes the existing noise 
emission database, including seventeen assessment locations (BG1-
BG4, BG4A, BG5, BG5A, BG6-BG12, BG12A, BG13 and BG14) selected 
to be representative of the noise environment in the potentially affected 
areas, which form the basis for evaluating and assessing noise emissions 
from the project. 
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Table 4.1 Monitoring Locations and Measurement Procedures 

Number of Measurements 
Location

No Proprietor/Tenant Description 15 Minute 
Attended 

Continuous 
Logging

BG1 Atkins Wheatleys Road, Stratford 7 1 

BG2 Van Der Drift Wood Street, Stratford 15 7 

BG3 Isaac2 Bucketts Way, Stratford 33 9 

BG4 Bagnall Bucketts Way, Craven 31 6 

BG4A Bramley Bucketts Way, Craven 0 0 

BG5 Craven1 Bucketts Way, Craven 6 3 

BG5A Standen Woods Street, Craven 26 4 

BG6 Blanch1 Bucketts Way, Craven 0 0 

BG7 Perrin1 Bucketts Way, Craven 4 1 

BG8 Wadland Bowens Road, Stratford 9 6 

BG9 Bailey Glen Road, Craven 7 1 

BG10 Hickman “Glengariff”, Stratford 2 1 

BG11 Bignell “Marengo”, Stratford 1 0 

BG12 Butler1 18 Avon Road, Stratford 4 0 

BG12A Judge1 27 Avon Road, Stratford 19 6 

BG13 Cossill Deards Lane, Stratford 1 1 

BG14 Ross High Street, Stratford 15 3 

Note 1 Stratford Coal owned property 
Note 2 BG3 Isaac “reference site” 

It should be noted that noise measurements carried out at BG4 Bagnall 
are also representative of the noise environment at BG4A Bramley.  
Similarly, noise measurements conducted at BG5A Craven are also 
representative of the noise environment at BG5A Standen. 

For the purposes of evaluating the train unloading noise impact the key 
assessment locations are represented in Table 4.2 together with the 
minimum distance to existing rail loading facility and proposed rail 
unloading facility. 
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Table 4.2 Key Noise Assessment Locations 

Approximate Distance 
Property Description Rail

Loading 
Rail

Unloading Main Pit 

BG2  
Van Der Drift 

Representative dwelling for Stratford 
Village 1920 m 2130 m  2220 m 

BG3  
Isaac 

Nearest potentially affected dwelling to 
overall mine operating noise emissions 1090 m 1250 m 2060 m 

BG4 Bagnall 
(BG4A Bramley) 

Nearest potentially affected dwellings 
to train loading and unloading noise 
emissions 

1230 m 
(1170 m) 

1130 m 
(1040 m) 

2540 m 
(2430 m) 

BG5 Craven 
(BG5A Standen) 

Representative dwellings for Craven 
Village 

2160 m 
(2200 m) 

1920 m 
(1960 m) 

2370 m 
(2750 m) 

5 RAIL UNLOADING IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

5.1 Description of Rail Loading and Unloading Infrastructure 

The existing rail unloading facilities are shown on the Product Conveyor 
diagram attached as Appendix E.  The two alternative rail unloading 
options comprise a Radial or Conical coal stockpile as shown on the 
Processing Site Plans attached as Appendix F.

The existing 3,000 t/hr rail loading facility together with the measured 
sound power levels (SWLs) are presented in Table 5.1.1.  Note, the rail 
loading facility comprises the CAT D10 Dozer, Product Conveyor 2 and 
Drive, Rail Loadout Bin and locomotives. 

Table 5.1.1 Existing 3000 t/hr Rail Loading Facility and Balloon Loop 

Item Description Overall SWL 

Product Conveyor 1 and Drive Partially enclosed 200 m conveyor length 109 dBA  

Product Stockpile Coal 
Discharge 

100,000 t capacity, 20 m height conveyor to 
stockpile 100 dBA 

CAT D10 Dozer Dozer tracking on coal stockpile 120 dBA 

Product Conveyor 2 and Drive Partially enclosed 100 m conveyor length 108 dBA 

Rail Loadout Bin 425 t rail loadout bin dumping into coal 
wagons 110 dBA 

Locomotives 2 off 90 Class locomotives 112 dBA 

TOTAL SWL Rail Loading Facility 121 dBA 

The existing product stockpile pad will be extended by 40 m to 
accommodate Duralie product coal.  This will also include a 36 m 
extension to the Product Conveyor 1. 
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The proposed 1500 t/hr rail unloading facility would be established on the 
existing balloon loop.  The measured and estimated sound power levels 
(SWLs) are presented in Table 5.1.2.

Table 5.1.2 Proposed 1500 t/hr Rail Unloading Facility 

Item Description Overall SWL 

Product Conveyor 1 36 m Product Conveyor 1 extension 100 dBA 

Locomotives 2 off 90 Class Locomotives 112 dBA 

Rail Unloading Bin Enclosed 1600 t, bottom dump hopper 102 dBA 

ROM Conveyor 1 200 m ROM coal conveyor 109 dBA 

Conical Stockpile 15000 t capacity, 22 m high 100 dBA 

Radial Stockpile 12000 t capacity, 9 m high 100 dBA 

CAT D10 Dozer Dozer tracking, feeding dump hopper 120 dBA 

ROM Conveyor 2 180 m ROM coal conveyor 109 dBA 

TOTAL SWL Rail Unloading Facility 121 dBA 

5.2 Train Unloading Noise Impact Assessment 

The following information is derived from the description of train loading 
and unloading facilities presented in Section 5.1:

Existing Train Loading Facility 
� The total overall sound power level of the existing rail loading facility is 

121 dBA.   

� Train loading and train unloading operations can not occur 
simultaneously, therefore it is not necessary to consider cumulative 
noise impacts.  However, train operations (ie rail loading or rail 
unloading) will occur at twice the current frequency with up to eight 
train movements per day. 

� The two most significant noise sources from existing train loading 
operations are from the operation of the dozer on the 100,000 t coal 
stockpile and the dumping of coal into coal wagons. 

Train Unloading Facility – Conical Stockpile 
� The total overall sound power level of the proposed rail unloading 

facility (conical stockpile) is 121 dBA. 

❏ It is reasonable to assume that noise emissions from the proposed 
train unloading facility would be equivalent to the existing train 
loading facility as the dozer would operate (as required) on the 
conical stockpile (maximum 22 m) which is similar to the product 
stockpile (maximum 20 m). 
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� The proposed 7 m high visual and acoustic barrier would be 
significantly less effective for the conical stockpile option, as the 
dozer would operate (as required) up to a maximum stockpile height 
of 22 m.  However, the barrier would provide appreciable noise 
attenuation to the ROM coal conveyors and reclaim hopper. 

� In view of the proposed doubling of train movements, the magnitude 
of train-related (ie rail loading or rail unloading) noise emissions would 
remain unchanged but occur at approximately twice the frequency. 

Train Unloading Facility – Radial Stockpile 
� The total overall sound power level of the proposed rail unloading 

facility (radial stockpile) is 121 dBA. 

� It is reasonable to assume that noise emissions from the proposed 
train unloading facility would be equivalent or only marginally (1 dBA) 
less than the existing train loading facility as the dozer would operate 
(as required) on the radial stockpile (maximum 9 m) which is well 
below the elevation of the product stockpile (maximum 20 m). 

� The proposed 7 m high visual and acoustic barrier would be more 
effective for the radial stockpile option, as the dozer would operate 
(as required) up to a maximum stockpile height of 9 m.  The barrier 
would also provide appreciable noise attenuation to the ROM coal 
conveyors and reclaim hopper. 

� In view of the proposed doubling of train movements, the magnitude 
of train-related (ie rail loading or rail unloading) noise emissions would 
remain unchanged but occur at approximately twice the frequency. 

5.2.1 Existing Train Loading Noise Emissions 

The results of the noise monitoring programme have been distilled to 
identify noise emission levels from current train loading operations at the 
four key assessment locations.  The measured overall mine and 
estimated train loading (ie train loading, wagon and locomotive noise) 
LA10(15minute) noise emissions are presented in Table 5.2.1.1, together with 
the maximum (LAmax ) noise emissions arising from dozing operations on 
the product stockpile. 
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Table 5.2.1.1 Operator-Attended Noise Emission Levels 

Key 
Location 

Date
Time (hours) 

Wind  

Train Arrival 
Departure Date 

and Time (hours) 

Overall Mine 
LA10(15minute)

Estimated Train
LA10(15minute)

Train 
Comment 

Dozer 
Comment 

LAmax

BG4 
Bagnall 

27.9.96 
0045 Calm 

27.9.96 0015  
27.9.96 0130  47 dBA  45 dBA  

Constant 
loading and 
locomotive  

Stockpile 
52 dBA 

BG4 
Bagnall 

6.2.97 
0400 E 

6.2.97 0355  
6.2.97 0443  42 dBA  40 dBA  Train loading 

clearly audible 
Tracks 
42 dBA 

BG4 
Bagnall 

9.5.97 
0335 SW 

9.5.97 0310  
9.5.97 0400  45 dBA  44 dBA  

(Lmax 50 dBA) 
Train loading 

clearly audible 
Tracks  
48 dBA 

BG4 
Bagnall 

12.8.97 
2200 SSE 

12.8.97 2145  
12.8.97 2350  33 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Dozer

Inaudible 

BG4 
Bagnall 

13.8.97 
0045 SSE 

12.8.97 2230  
13.8.97 0115  39 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Tracks 
42 dBA 

BG4 
Bagnall 

14.8.97 
2200 WNW 

14.8.97 2140  
15.8.97 0040  46 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Tracks just 

audible 

BG4 
Bagnall 

15.8.97 
0030 NW 

14.8.97 2140  
15.8.97 0040  45 dBA  42 dBA  Train loading 

clearly audible 
Dozer

Inaudible 

BG4 
Bagnall 

13.11.97 
2345 WNW 

14.11.97 2300  
15.11.97 0020  42 dBA 40 dBA Train loading 

clearly audible 
Dozer

inaudible 

BG4 
Bagnall 

13.2.98 
0110 ENE 

12.2.98 2320  
13.2.98 0047  38 dBA  34 dBA  Locomotive 

audible 
Tracks 
audible 

BG4 
Bagnall 

12.2.98 
2330

12.2.98 2320 
13.2.98 0047 44 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Tracks 
54 dBA 

BG5A 
Standen 

6.2.97 
0020 SSW 

5.2.97 2355 
6.2.97 0047 42 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Tracks 
42 dBA 

BG5A 
Standen 

9.5.97 
0310 SSW 

9.5.97 0310 
9.5.97 0400 40 dBA <36 dBA 

(LAmax 43 dBA) 
Train dump 

audible 
Tracks  
43 dBA 

BG5A 
Standen 

13.8.97 
0015 SSE 

12.8.97 2230 
13.8.97 0115 31 dBA <20 dBA  Train loading

inaudible 

Tracks 
just 

audible 

BG5A 
Standen 

14.8.97 
0000 WNW 

14.8.9 2140 
15.8.97 0040 40 dBA <30 dBA Train loading

inaudible 
Dozers 

inaudible 

BG5A 
Standen 

13.11.97 
2315 SW 

14.11.97 2300 
15.11.97 0020 39 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Tracks 
audible 

BG3 
Isaac 

15.8.96 
0045 SW 

27.9.96 0015 
27.9.96 0130 45 dBA <30 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Stockpile 
51 dBA 

BG3 
Isaac 

12.8.97 
2230 S 

12.8.97 2145 
12.8.97 2350 44 dBA <30 dBA Train loading

inaudible 
Tracks 
audible 

BG3 
Isaac 

15.8.97 
2230 NW 

14.8.97 2140 
15.8.97 0040 49 dBA <43 dBA 

(LAmax 45 dBA) 
Train dump 

audible 
Dozers 

inaudible 

BG3 
Isaac 

13.11.97 
0015 ENE 

14.11.97 2300 
15.11.97 0020 46 dBA <30 dBA Train loading

inaudible 
Tracks  
48 dBA 

BG3 
Isaac 

13.2.98 
0030 NNE 

12.2.98 2320 
13.2.98 0047 34 dBA <30 dBA Train loading

inaudible 
Tracks just

audible 

BG2 
Van Der 

13.2.98 
0010 ENE 

12.2.98 2320 
13.2.98 0047 28 dBA <20 dBA Train loading 

inaudible 
Dozers 

inaudible 
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Impact Assessment 
❏ Existing train loading noise emissions (ie train loading, wagon and 

locomotive noise) at BG4 Bagnall (and BG4A Bramley) are clearly 
discernible from other mine generated noise emissions, where the 
maximum recorded LA10(15minute) noise level was 45 dBA. 

❏ Dozer tracking noise emissions whilst operating on the product 
stockpile are also clearly audible at BG4/A Bagnall with a maximum 
recorded (LAmax) level of 54 dBA. 

❏ Train loading noise emissions at BG3 Isaac and BG5/A are 
occasionally audible with maximum (LAmax) levels of 45 dBA and 
43 dBA respectively but remain less discernible from other mine-
generated noise emissions. 

❏ Dozer tracking noise emissions, whilst operating on the product 
stockpile are clearly audible at BG3 Isaac (LAmax 51 dBA) and also 
audible at BG5/A Craven (LAmax 43 dBA). 

❏ Train loading and dozer tracking (product stockpile) have not been 
recorded at BG2 Van Der Drift during the monitoring programme. 

6 OVERALL MINE OPERATING NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

6.1 Description of Mine Equipment Schedule 

The current and proposed mine equipment schedules are presented in 
Table 6.1.1.  It is anticipated that the existing mobile equipment fleet 
currently extracting up to 3.4 Mtpa of ROM coal would be scaled down in 
order to extract up to 2.1 Mtpa, with the production of saleable coal 
remaining at 1.7 Mtpa. 
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Table 6.1.1 Existing and Proposed Mine Equipment Schedule 

Existing 3.4 Mtpa/1.7 Mtpa Proposed 2.1 Mtpa/1.7 Mtpa 
Equipment 
Description No of Items 

Sound Power 
Level 

(dB re 1 pW) 
No of Items 

Sound Power 
Level  

(dB re 1 pW) 

Drills 1 116 1 116 

Excavators (Coal) 2 115 2 115 

Excavators (Waste) 3 122 2 120 

789 Haul Trucks 6 132 6 132 

785 Haul Trucks 7 131 6 131 

777 Haul Trucks 3 123 - - 

Dozers (Inpit) 1 114 1 114 

Dozers (Dump) 1 119 1 119 

Dozers (Stockpile) 1 120 1 120 

Loaders (ROM) 1 117 1 117 

Graders 1 115 1 115 

Water Truck 1 120 1 120 

Coal Preparation Plant 1 122 1 122 

Rail Loading 1 121 - - 

Rail Loading/Rail Unloading - - 1 121 

TOTAL SWL 30 136 25 136 

6.2 Overall Mine Noise Impact Assessment 

The following information is derived from the description of mine 
equipment presented in Section 6.1:

❏ The total overall sound power level of the existing 3.4 Mtpa/1.7 Mtpa 
mining operation (including rail loading) is 136 dBA. 

❏ The total overall sound power level of the proposed 
2.1 Mtpa/1.7 Mtpa mining operation (including rail loading or rail 
unloading) is 136 dBA. 

❏ It is concluded that overall magnitude mine noise emission levels will 
remain unchanged as a result of the proposed operating variations. 

6.3 Existing Overall Mine Noise Emission Levels 

A summary of the night-time operator-attended noise measurements 
conducted periodically since the increase from 1.2 Mtpa to 1.7 Mtpa of 
saleable coal to the four key assessment locations is presented in 
Table 6.3.1.
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Table 6.3.1 Summary of Operator-Attended Night-time LA10(15minute) Emission 
 (dBA re 20 µPa) 

Date BG2 Van Der 
Drift

BG3
Isaac 

BG4 Bagnall 
(BG4A Bramley) 

BG5A Standen 
(BG5 Craven) 

26 Sep 1996 44 45 47 421

8 Oct 1996 31 37 36 42 

15 Oct 1996 34 44 44 43 

5 Feb 1997 - 35 40
42 42

5 May 1997 40 
43
42
50

38
41
43

<30  
<35  
<30

8 May 1997 - 48
52

43
45
45

38
39
40

12 Aug 1997 - 
44
49
52

33
40
43

34
32
40

14 Aug 1997 - 49
45

46
45

41
40
42

21 Aug 1997 - 36 - - 

10 Nov 1997 - 36 36 40
36

11 Nov 1997  39 41 37 

13 Nov 1997 - 
44
46
33

44
42

39
39

9 Feb 1998 
38
33
40

30
39
30

33
38
34

30
31
33

12 Feb 1998 
39
28
28

43
34
31

44
38
37

40
38
37

Note 1: BG5 Craven 

The operator-attended night-time LA10(15minute) emission levels can be 
further distilled in order to provide a subjective impact of the existing 
overall mine noise emission levels as presented in Table 6.3.2.
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Table 6.3.2 Compliance Conditions and Noise Impact Assessment 

Location Mine Emissions Effect of Atmospheric Conditions  
for Compliance 

Subjective 
Impact1

BG2  
Van der Drift 31 dBA - 44 dBA 

Compliance under calm and favourable 
conditions, however occasional exceedances 
during moderate inversions or adverse wind 

Moderate 

BG2  
Isaac 30 dBA - 52 dBA 

Compliance under favourable conditions, 
however exceedances during almost all other 
conditions 

High

BG4 Bagnall 
(BG4A Bramley) 33 dBA - 47 dBA 

Compliance under favourable conditions, 
however exceedances during almost all other 
conditions, dwelling affected by rail loading 
operations 

High

BG5A Standen 
(BG5 Craven) <30 dBA - 43 dBA 

Compliance under calm and favourable 
conditions, however frequent exceedances 
due to the prevailing north-northeasterly cold 
air drainage flow (ie temperature inversion 
and adverse wind) 

Moderate 

Note 1: Based on relative exceedance of EPA noise intrusion criteria LA10(15minute) 35 dBA night-time. 

7 RAIL TRANSPORTATION NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

7.1 Rail Transportation Noise Assessment Criteria 

The EPA rail traffic noise control guideline provides noise criteria for 
residential receivers specified as both a 24 hour LAeq (equivalent 
continuous noise level) and as a maximum passby level, neither of which 
should be exceeded.  The guideline gives maximum levels of: 

 LAeq 24hour = 60 dBA and 
 LAmax = 85 dBA  

These guideline levels are normally evaluated at the most exposed 
property boundary. 

The philosophy behind applying a 24 hour equivalent continuous noise 
level criterion is that being “averaged” throughout the day, it is sensitive to 
both the noise level of individual events and the number of noise events. 

7.2 Existing and Proposed Rail Traffic 

The existing and proposed mine generated train movements are 
presented in Table 7.2.1.  The proposed inbound Duralie ROM coal 
would be transported on a dedicated twenty (20) wagon locomotive train. 
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Table 7.2.1 Mine Generated Train Movements (ie Arrival and Departure) 

Train Requirement Coal Rate/Type Average Daily Peak Daily 

Existing (Outbound) 
Stratford Mine 1.7 Mtpa Product 1.5 (7 day week) 4 

Proposed (Inbound) 
Duralie Mine 0.9 to 1.3 Mtpa ROM 1.5 to 2.2 (7 day week) 

2.1 to 3.1 (5 day week) 4

Proposed (Outbound) 
Stratford Mine 1.7 Mtpa Product 1.5 (7 day week) 4 

Total Proposed 
Stratford/Duralie 2.6 to 3.0 Mtpa 3.0 to 3.7 (7 day week) 

3.6 to 4.6 (5 day week) 8

Note: It is assumed that inbound Duralie trains will unload ROM coal and depart empty. 

The numbers of existing freight and passenger train movements (as 
provided by the State Rail Authority) and the anticipated additional freight 
movements of inbound ROM coal are presented in Table 7.2.2, together 
with the estimated operating conditions whilst travelling on the North 
Coast Line in the vicinity of Craven and Stratford Villages. 

Table 7.2.2 Existing and Proposed North Coast Railway Line Rail Movements 

Existing/
Proposed 

Train  
Type 

Period of 
Week 

Average 
Passby  
Per Day 

Peak 
Passby 
Per Day 

Train  
Length  

(m)

Train 
Speed 
(kph) 

Throttle 
Setting
(Notch) 

Existing Freight Mon - Sat 14 16 600 60 4 

Existing Freight Sun 10 11 600 60 4 

Existing Passenger Mon - Sat 6 6 190 80 4 

Existing  Passenger Sun 6 6 190 80 4 

Existing Stratford Mon - Sun 3 8 750 60 4 

Proposed Duralie Mon - Sun 4 8 375 60 4 

Total Monday to Saturday 27 38    

Total Sundays 23 33    

7.3 Prediction of Rail Traffic Noise 

Calculation of the 24 hour equivalent continuous noise level (LAeq) and 
the maximum (LAmax) passby levels have been conducted using a 
computer prediction model developed by Richard Heggie Associates.   
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The prediction model uses characteristic noise levels for the various 
sources (locomotive engine and exhaust noise as a function of throttle 
notch, wheel/rail noise as a function of train speed, and wagon type, etc) 
at a fixed reference distance.  The model then makes adjustments for the 
train length and the actual distance from the track.  Parameters including 
the LAeq(24hour) and maximum passby level (LAmax) can then be determined 
by summing the effects of individual noise sources and by incorporating 
the number of daily train events. 

The calculated LAeq(24hour) and maximum LAmax noise levels for the 
existing, Duralie mine-generated and total train movements in the vicinity 
of the project are presented in Table 7.3.1.

Table 7.3.1 Predicted Existing, Duralie and Total Train Noise Emissions 

Existing Trains - dBA Proposed Duralie Trains - dBA Total Trains - dBA 
Distance to

Receiver 
Average

LAeq(24hour)
Peak 

LAeq(24hour) LAmax
Average

LAeq(24hour)
Peak 

LAeq(24hour) LAmax
Average

LAeq(24hour)
Peak 

LAeq(24hour) LAmax

25 m 59 60 89 49 52 84 59 60 89 

50 m 56 57 86 47 49 80 56 58 86 

100 m 53 55 82 44 47 76 54 55 82 

The following impact assessment is derived from the results presented in 
Table 7.3.1 and the EPA's recommended noise criteria of LAeq(24hour) of 
60 dBA and LAmax of 85 dBA: 

a. A comparison of the existing average traffic LAeq(24hour) noise 
emissions with the total train noise emissions (ie including proposed 
Duralie movements), indicates that existing noise levels would 
increase only marginally (<1 dBA) and still meet below the EPA's 
60 dBA criterion at a distance of 25 m. 

b. A comparison of the existing peak traffic LAeq(24hour) noise emissions 
to the total train noise emissions (ie including proposed Duralie 
movements), indicates that existing noise levels would increase only 
marginally (<1 dBA) and still meet the EPA's 60 dBA criterion at a 
distance of 25 m. 

c. The predicted maximum (LAmax) noise emission level of 84 dBA at 
25 m from the proposed Duralie train movements complies with the 
85 dBA criterion. 

d. The predicted maximum (LAmax) noise emission of 89 dBA at 25 m 
from the existing passenger train movements may moderately 
exceed the 85 dBA criterion, however this situation is outside the 
control or responsibility of the proponent. 
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It is concluded that the average traffic and peak traffic LAeq(24hour) noise 
emissions arising from the predicted total train movements (ie existing 
and proposed Duralie movements) comply with the EPA's recommended 
60 dBA LAeq(24hour) noise criterion at a distance of 25 m.  In addition, the 
predicted maximum (LAmax) noise emission from the proposed Duralie 
train movements complies with the EPA's 85 dBA criterion. 

Furthermore, noise emissions from the additional train movements would 
increase existing train noise levels in the vicinity of the railway only 
marginally (1 dBA) producing a negligible impact on existing receivers. 

8 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

This report presents the results and findings of a preliminary noise impact 
assessment of proposed operating variations at Stratford Coal Mine 
involving the rail transportation of ROM coal from the Duralie Coal Mine 
for processing at Stratford.  The following information is concluded: 

Rail Unloading Facility Noise Impact Assessment 
❏ Existing rail loading and proposed rail unloading operations can not 

occur simultaneously, therefore it is not necessary to consider 
cumulative noise impacts.  However, train operation (ie rail loading or 
rail unloading) will occur at twice the current frequency with up to 
eight train movements per day. 

❏ The total overall sound power level of the existing rail loading facility 
is 121 dBA, similarly the total overall sound power level of the 
proposed rail unloading facility is 121 dBA. 

❏ It is reasonable to assume that noise emissions from the proposed 
rail unloading facility (radial stockpile) would be equivalent or only 
marginally less than the existing rail loading facility as the dozer 
would operate (as required) on the radial stockpile (maximum 9 m) 
which is well below the elevation of the product stockpile (maximum 
20 m). 

❏ Existing train loading noise emissions (ie train loading, wagon and 
locomotive noise) at BG4 Bagnall (and BG4A Bramley) are clearly 
discernible from other mine generated noise emissions, where the 
maximum recorded LA10(15minute) noise level is 45 dBA.   

❏ In view of the proposed doubling in train operations (ie train loading 
or train unloading) then noise emissions in order of 40 dBA to 45 dBA 
are likely to occur at approximately twice the current frequency at 
BG4 Bagnall (and BG4A Bramley). 

Overall Mine Noise Impact Assessment 
❏ The total overall sound power level of the existing 3.4 Mtpa/1.7 Mtpa 

mining operation (including rail loading) is 136 dBA. 
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❏ The total overall sound power level of the proposed 
2.1 Mtpa/1.7 Mtpa mining operation (including rail loading or rail 
unloading) is 136 dBA. 

❏ It is concluded that overall magnitude mine noise emission levels will 
remain unchanged as a result of the proposed operating variations. 

Rail Transportation Noise Impact Assessment 
❏ It is concluded that the average traffic and peak traffic LAeq(24hour)

noise emissions arising from the predicted total train movements (ie 
existing and proposed Duralie movements) comply with the EPA's 
recommended 60 dBA LAeq(24hour) noise criterion at a distance of 
25 m.  In addition, the predicted maximum (LAmax) noise emission 
from the proposed Duralie train movements complies with the EPA's 
85 dBA criterion. 

❏ Furthermore, noise emissions from the additional train movements 
would increase existing train noise levels in the vicinity of the railway 
only marginally (1 dBA) producing a negligible impact on existing 
receivers. 














































































































